This document is on Geant4 visualization tools (drivers), evaluating pros and cons of each option, Large experiments at Fermilab will want to write their own display. They should proceed to make this display graphics independent. Medium experiment will probably want to use HepRep because of it's menu support. Smaller scale experiments will want to use OpenGL in the spirit of having immediate response, good quality output and keeping things simple.
I. INTRODUCTION
This report start with the sections Introduction, Documentation, Available Drivers, followed by a tour of Visualization. The tour shows plots produced by Geant4 using four different device drivers. The next section is on Building OpenGL a graphics device driver that produces immediate results. Followed by two further sections on OpenGL. We then treat graphic device drivers that require intermediate files. These Very important to any experiment is a good way to visualize the results.To illustrate this obvious point I have selected an example from High Energy Physics (HEP). I was lucky to be able to play a part in the CDF display [2] . By looking at the central tracking display and seeing that there were very few high P t tracks in minimum-bias events, it was obvious that a fast trigger processor was needed for the experiment. The central tracking chamber is a cylindrical drift chamber located in a 1.5-T magnetic field provided by a super-conducting solenoid coaxial with the beam. Thus high P t tracks are almost straight lines. Jim Freeman and Bill Foster proposed and built the first fast trigger processor for the experiment.
Equally true is that any experiment today needs a simulation. The total cross section for pp interactions at √ s = 1800 GeV was measured by two groups CDF and E811 [3] . One used a simulation(CDF) and one did not(E811). The results differ by about 2.8σ. I along with some of my CDF collaborators wrote a report that indicated it was much better to have the simulation [4] .
For any experiment it is always good if you can show a display and histogram for the experiment and the corresponding simulation. The context of different applications is very broad at Fermilab. Clearly the most important item on our agenda is the Linear Collider.
Pier Oddone explains this in his "A vision for Fermilab"[5] . Physicist at SLAC are already using Geant4 in detector simulations for the Linear Collider. The CMS detector is shown in Fig. 1 . The CMS experiment is currently rewriting it's software [6] . The new software will use Geant4. The older software called OSCAR also uses Geant4 [7] . Geant4 has also been used to simulate a test of the Hadron Calorimeter which occurred in 2002. Of the current experiments MiniBooNE (see Fig. 2 ) is using Geant4. The CMS collaboration has 2000 members of which 300 are in the US.
Appleton Laboratory involving muon cooling. The beam line for MICE has been simulated using Geant4. Cancer patients have been treated at Fermilab using hadron therapy for many years [8] . Fig.3 is the first slide in a talk given by Arlene Lennox.
Users at Fermilab include summer students working on medical applications [9] . To provide answers for visualization over such a broad range of applications is a difficult question.
Geant4 has done a very good job of making this question a little easier to answer by factoring the problem into visualization commands and drivers. The basic idea is that the visualization commands do not depend on the driver. Further it was hoped that once the code was built one could use any driver.The design was for the graphics systems to be The MiniBooNE detector has about 80 members.
complementary to each other. Because of the factorization this report will be about the different drivers.
II. DOCUMENTATION
This report is based on running on the latest version of Geant4 version v4 7 1. Some of my experience has been with earlier versions v4 6 2 p02, v4 7 0, and v4 7 0 p01. During this time the Geant4 graphics system has been stable. Version v4 7 1 was the first time I built an official Fermilab OpenGL version.
To learn about Visualization in Geant4 I have used chapter 8 (Visualization)of the Geant 
III. AVAILABLE DRIVERS
The list of drivers is given in We start our tour with an OpenGL plot shown in Fig.4 . OpenGL plots have also been produced at Fermilab. The following plot shown in Fig. 5 created by V. Daniel Elvira is taken from our new Geant4 web page [13] .
The web page has a section called pictures. Daniel's plot is a simulation of an electron showering in the CMS EM calorimeter. Another OpenGL plot produced at Fermilab is shown in Fig. 6 .
This plot was produced by a visitor Takeharu Ikema who worked on Medical Physics
Applications.
B. HepRep
We continue our tour by again looking at another plot from Joseph Perl's talk ( However, there are many reasons for this choice such as HepRep will work in a wider context. This is explained by Joseph Perl in Fig. 9 . I do not know of any Geant4 users at Fermilab who use DAWNFILE as a visualization driver.
D. VRML
Here is a slide from the BTeV collaboration (Paul Lebrun) showing a pixel detector Fig. 11 . This Geant4 slide is produced using the VRML driver. for neutrino oscillations [17] . Their GEANT4 simulation uses the VRML driver. A simulation of their beamline is shown in Fig. 12 .
E. OpenInventor
Although I have decided not to include the OpenInventor driver in our discussions, I was very impressed with the following figure (Fig. 13) provided by Tom Roberts. This figure is also available from the Fermilab Geant4 web page.
V. BUILDING OPENGL
In order to use some Visualization Drivers an external library must be used. There 
VI. PRODUCING A PLOT FROM OPENGL
The first step is to produce an executable. In our example we use novice example N03.
The instructions on doing this are documented on our web page[18].
Next we produce a picture of the detector. Note this is the sampling calorimeter with layers of Pb and liquid Ar detection gaps. We run the job in interactive mode (./exampleN03). To clearly indicate the commands I am using I have put them in a macro file. We next execute the macro Idle> /control/execute vis OpenGL0.mac
The macro file is shown in Fig. 14.
This produces a new window with the picture of the detector. A saved image of the picture is produced by opening another window. The window which has just been opened should be also in the area which contains the executable. In this window you type xwd -out file.xwd
The name of the file is arbitrary. I will refer to this as an xwd file. This will produce a cursor, which you should place over the window which contains the picture. The program convert is then used to change the format of the file. convert file0.xwd ex3 detector OpenGL0.jpeg I usually use a jpeg file for the web and an eps file for latex documents. The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 15 .
The size of file0.xwd is 704 KBytes, and the size of the corresponding jpeg file is 51
KBytes. The size of the xwd file is determined by the number of pixels in the window. We now make a few changes in the macro and draw a plot for an interaction in the calorimeter.
The few changes include specifying the incident particle and it's energy. The macro file is given in Fig. 16 .
The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 17 .
On the screen the figure looks much better, because the green contrasts much better with the black (the black is not as intense as in the hardcopy). Geant4 uses the convention that The size of the corresponding eps files is in all three cases 2144 KBytes. The information on the sizes of the OpenGL files is summarized in Table: I.
VII. PRODUCING MANY PLOTS FROM OPENGL
The procedure described in the last section works well for a few plots, but real projects involve many plots. I am told by Don Holmgren that the Cryogenic Dark Matter people have developed a procedure using OpenGL and a virtual window to do this automatically.
14 FIG. 12: Geant4 using the VRML driver is used to produce a picture of the MiniBooNE beamline. In order to proceed to look at these files the HepRep client file WIRED must be installed. The instruction for installing WIRED are given on a SLAC web page [19] . I have installed wired in my own area on the FNALU Linux cluster and also on the cepa cluster ( andy/Wired/bin/wired). Additional information that maybe useful can be found in the Fermilab dictionary of Geant4 terms [21] . You will also want to learn about the HepRep Browser. To bring up the browser type:
andy/Wired/bin/wired data file [20] Information about the browser is available under Help -> Quick Browser the first page is shown in Fig. 19 . It takes a relatively long time (82 sec on my machine which is a 500 MHZ Pentium III [22] ) to go from the second plot to the third This is clearly caused by the large size of the file and the fact that HepRep requires much information to be stored in it's menus. As indicated earlier other information can be learned from the plots. For example that there are 469 tracks in the event see Fig. 21 .
To set the material go to "Options" and then "Label Control" (see Fig 23) .
The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 24 .
One can see that the materials "lead: and "liquid Argon" appear on the plot, but to which region they refer is not so clear. The plot showing the detector is in Fig. 29 and was produced by going to File and then "Save snapshot".
We continue with our standard Fig. 30 of a positron entering the calorimeter.
This plot was produced by selecting under "View" "Wireframe" and "Vertices". However, it is easy to select options that do not produce a useful figure (see Fig. 31 ).
Our standard final plot is shown in Fig. 32 .
It takes 50 seconds for this plot to appear. 
D. Summary of intermediate files
The size of the intermediate data files is summarized in Table II . We see that if size is your major factor then VRML is the best choice and HepRep is the worst. In terms of menus to assist you HepRep is the best, the next best is VRML and last is DAWN. In terms of time DAWN is a clear winner 5 sec versus 50 sec for VRML and 82 sec for HepRep.In terms of quality plots DAWN is again the clear winner, followed by VRML and then HepRep.
IX. WHICH DRIVER TO USE?
The question of which driver to use was addressed by Joseph Perl. First he answers the list of what features are associated with each driver(see Fig 33) . To complete his slide I present the results for VRML in Fig. 34 .
Perl also indicates the circumstances in which you want to use the different drivers in experiments (MiniBooNE) and small experiments (neutron therapy).
The large experiments will want a structured environment. They may however, build it out of an environment that already has many of the tools like HepRep or they may want to proceed from a less structured environment like VRML. I strongly suspect that they will want their own graphics program. The Geant4 convention of only three colors (red, green, Similarly I have not included the time to run OpenGL and produce the xwd file.
All four drivers are available on the central cluster, and the Geant4-team will try to assist you in obtaining the different drivers [25] . The issue of support has changed dramatically recently because of a suggestion by GP Yeh. It is now possible to run Geant4 on your own personal computer (Linux pc) [26] . For pc user they will need to know how to obtain the client software. As this is all free software no serious problems are expected. 
